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ILESTDNES 
GIFFORD K. JOHNSON IS PRESIDENT. As 
the Graduate Research Center of the Southwest moved 
into its fifth year from charter date. Gifford K. Johnson 
was named president. His election by the Executive Com
mittee was announced March 17 by Erik Jonsson, Chair
man, Board of Directors. 

Dr. Lloyd .Berkner, president since the Center's 
chanering February 14. 1961, became chairman of the 
Executive Committee. He continues to head the scientific 
program as Director, Southwest Center for Advanced 
Studies. With its total of 201 full-time faculty and staff, 
the SCAS is the largest GRCSW unit. 

President Johnson was president of Ling-Temco
Vought. Tnc., from the time of its formation by merger 
of Ling-Temco Electronics Inc. and Chance-Vought Cor
poration in 1961, until 1964. As the head of one of the 
top 20 companies in the aerospace-electronics field, he 
became increasingly concerned with education and train
ing of scientific, engineering, and technical education. He 
became involved in both community and state education 
programs, serving as a member of Governor John Con
nally's Committee on Education Beyond the High School. 

Mr. Johnson is a trustee of Southern Methodist 
University, and a Councilor of the Texas A & M Univer
sity Research Foundation; he is General Chairman of the 
Dallas Chamber of Commerce Education Committee (its 
largest committee), and last year was a vice president of 
the Chamber of Commerce. 

Mr. Johnson started liis industrial career with 
North American Aviation in 1935. In 1941 he moved to 
Consolidated Vultee (later to become Convair) , and in 
1946 to A VCO. In 1950, he joined Chance Vought in 
Dallas as production manager. 
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First rocket-lallnch with a Cent~r up~r;m~nt came 
Ma«h ]8. Th~ NIKE-Apache v~hick carri«l Atm()sph~riC' 

Space St:ienc~s ion Ip~C'tromet~rl to about J00 mild 
altitude from waUops Island. Virginia. The atm()spMric 
composition experiment is $ponsor~d b.Y National Aeronautics 
and Spaa AdminiSlrati()n. (NASA OOidal Photo.) 

AUSTIN COLLEGE AGREEMENT. Austin Col
lege, at Shennan, Texas. and the Center began January 
21 to explore patterns of co-operation aimed at bettering 
use of material and human resources to meet educational 
problems. 

The resolution, signed by President John D. 
Moseley of Austin CoUcge and President Berkner, was 
approved by the college's Executive Committee January 
15. It was confinned by the Center's Committee and 
Board at meetings of January 26-27. Specific areas of 
co-operation that will be investigated include interchanges 
of faculty. student participation in Center seminars and 
summer research programs, and sharing of scientific equip
ment and services. 

ENGINEER OF YEAR. SCAS Director Lloyd Berk
ner was named "Engineer of the Year" February 26 by 
the Dallas Chapter, Texas Society of Professional En
gineers. The award is given only when the SOciety decides 
that contributions to and achievements in tbe profession 
merit such recognition. Last previous award was in 196J. 

LEGISLATIVE VISIT. Texas legislators saw the Cen
ter at fin t band in a visit of Saturday afternoon. March 20. 

PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Mr. Cecil H. Green 
was named president of the Metropolitan Philosophical 
Society as the new organization of 250 members began 
its meetings January 13. Mr. Green is a GRCSW Board 
member and founder. The society has been founded to 
bring together creative scientists and engineers from a 
wide variety of fields. for discussions of important scien
tific ideas in broad tenns. Prof. Francis S. Johnson, Di
rector. Barth and Planetary Sciences, presented the 
society's first paper, on "Present StatUI of Weather Modi
fication." 

ISIS·A COMMITTEE MEETS. The (SIS-A Commit
tee, with membership of 35 scientists and engineers from 
the United States and Canada, met March 30 at the Center. 
The International SateUite for Ionospheric Studies is a 
joint project of the two nations. Assoc. Prof. Walter J . 
Heikkila, Atmosphere and Space Sciences. reported to the 
committee on the Center's NASA-aponsored soft particle 
spectrometer experiment, to be carried aboard the satellite. 
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Pre-launch assembly of the N I KE-A pache vehicle an 
pheric composition experiment nears completion at Wa/lop~ 

instrument payload is at the right, in about one-fourth 11 

assembly. (NASA OUicial Photo.) 

H IGHLIGHTS OF FOUR YEARS. A special mai 
ing of early March listed the 600 individuals, businesst 
and fou ndations that have contributed to the Dallas Fount 
ing Fund of $5 million. In the published expression ( 
gratitude to donors, highlights of the four years sine 
chartering of the G raduate Research Center of the Soutt 
west were su mmarized . 

The highlights include securing of land for th 
campus, and the 1963 Magnet ic Observatory establ isr 
ment ; buildi ng, occupancy and dedication of the Founc 
ers Bui lding, 1963-64 ; establishment of fu ndament~ 
research programs in Earth and Planeta ry Sciences, COlT 
puter Scicnc~s, and Molecular Sci~nces Laboratories, an 
total facu ltY, and staff growth to 265 . Reported in th 
summary were more than 20 funded research programs. 

As the quarter closed, there were 26 separat 
programs underway. From an initial two programs · i 
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Pre-Launch assembLy o f the NIKE-Apache vehicle and the Center's atmos
pheric composition experiment nears completion at Wa//ops Island, Virginia. The 
instrument payload is at the right, in about one-fourth the length of the folaL 
assembly. (NASA Official Photo.) 
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H IGHLIGH TS OF FOUR YEARS. A special mail
ing of early March listed the 600 indjviduals, businesses 
and foundations that have contributed to the Dallas Found
ing Fund of $5 million. In the pu blished expression of 
gratitude to donors, highlights of the four years since 
chartering of the G radu ate Research Center of the South 
west were summarized. 

The highligh ts include securing of land for the 
campus, and the 1963 Magnetic Observatory establish
ment; bu ilding, occupancy and ded ication of the Found
ers Building, 1963-64; establishment of fundamental 
research programs in Eart h and Planetary Sciences, Com
puter Sciences, and Molecula r Sciences Laboratories, and 
total faculty and staff growth to 265. Reported in the 
summary were more th an 20 funded research programs. 

As the quarter closed, there w ere 2 6 separ ate 
programs underway. F rom an ini tia l two programs · in 
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1962, the total was increased by nine in 1963; six new 
investigations were added in 1964, and ni ne have been 
listed in the first quarter of 1965. 

PRESIDEN TIAL AU DIENCE. Leading Dallas citi
~ens conferred with President Lyndon B. Johnson at tbe 
White House on January 21 . A Center spokesman told 
the story of the past four years in some detail during the 
'two-hou r visit. President Johnson was reported as com
menting that the story was the most exciting he had heard 
in a long time. 

«SA T ELLITE ENVIRONMENT HANDBOOK," 
edited by Prof. Francis S. Johnson, Earth and Planetary 
Sciences Director, was published in March. Professor 
Johnson contributed three articles to the second edition 
handbook. Prof. WiUiam B. Hanson, Atmospheric and 
Space Sciences, is the author of a fourth , on "Structure 
of the Ionosphere." 
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NINE WINTE R GRANTS, CONTRAC TS. Nine 
grants and contracts in support of Center research became 
effective in Jan uary-March, 1965. National Science Foun
dation is the sponsor of three investigations; National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration is funding two, as 
is Air Force Office of Scientific Research . Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratories and National Institutes 
of Health are each sponsoring one program. 

First award effec tive in the new year (Janua ry 
j ) was for Geocoronal Studies with Grille Spectrometer. 
Specific goal of the study is measurement of hydrogen 
emissions in the Earth's corona. Distribution and quan
tities of other gases, at the outermost limits of the atmos
phere, will also be observed. The Atmospheric and Space 
Sciences program is conducted by Research Associate 
Brian A. Tinsley, under direction of Prof. Francis S. 
Johnson . F unding is provided for an approximate two
year program by National Science Foundation. 

Funding for Cosmic Ray A niso tropy a n d Energy
Measuring experiments aboard IMP-F and IMP-G Earth
orbit satellites was effective Ja nuary 7. T he experiments 
will aid in mapping magnetic fields of near-interplanetary 
space. The award provides support fo r a three-year pro
gram . Principal Investigators are Prof. Kenneth G . Mc
Cracken, Atmospheric and Space Sciences, and Asst. 
Prof. U. R. Rao. NASA is the supporting agency. Flights 
of the Interplanetary Monitoring Platforms are expected 
in 1967. 

A Soft-Particle Spec trometer for the ISIS-A Sat
ellite is supported, effective January 18, by NASA. T he 
International Satellite for Ionospheric Studies is a joint 
project of the United States and Canada. Center experi
ment design is headed by Assoc. Prof. Walter J. Heikk ila, 
Atmospheric and Space Sciences. T he experiment will 
make observations of energetic particles in the 10 to 
10,000 electron volt range. The contract will support a 
two-year research program. 

Infrared Absorption Studies for t he Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratories, to be conducted by 
Prof. Gilbert N. P lass, Atmospheric and Space Sciences, 

Exploration of the Cayman Trench, on a Caribbean Sea 
course from near the Y ucatan Peninsula to Kingston, Jamaica, 
was made in Janllary by eight from Geosciences faculty and 
staff. Center experiments were carried aboard the "Alaminos," 
Texas A & M oceanography vessel. Stowing buoys for seis
mological recorders, above, is Research Associate Kenneth 
W. T . Graham. The picture was made prior to departure from 
the Port of Galveston . (Houston Post Ph%. ) 

were funded Februa ry 1. A three-year program is to be 
conducted . 

P aleomagnetism Studies w ill continue under a 
new National Science Foundation grant. Prof. Jo hn W. 
G raham, Geosciences, is Principal Investigator. The core 
studies cover investigations into the nature of Earth mag
netic polari ty reversals, polar wandering, continental d rift, 
and other data of geophysical significance. New funding, 
effective February 1, is a two-year extension of grants orig
inating in 1963 . 

Third grant to become effective February 1 is for 
study of Effect of Ultraviolet on Genetic Material of 
Phage and Bacteria. The award was made by National 
lnstitutes of Health. Principal Investigator is Prof. Walter 
Harm, Genetics, in the Molecular Sciences Laboratory. 
The study is to continue for one year. 

In addition to the new grant, support was in
creased for research in Biosynthesis of B Vitamins. Prof. 
Daniel L. Harris, Executive Officer, Molecula r Sciences, 
is the Principal Investigator. Nationa l Insti tutes of Heal th 
funding for the program was fi rst effective in October, 
1964. T he continuation grant is fo r two years. Professor 
Harris is aided by Asst. Prof. Meyer Coval and Research 
Scientist Joan Martinek. Investigations will seek insight 
into a large number of metabolic reactions and catalytic 
functions of B vitamins. Particular interest will be in B'2, 
essential for blood fonnation; B2, needed in the burning 
of foodstuffs which provides life energies, and Bo, which 
functions with anlino acids, the building blocks of proteins. 

Construction of a second mass spectrometer for 
rock-age analysis was funded February 15 by a grant from 
National Science Foundation. Prof. Henry Faul, Geo
sciences, is Principal Investigator. T he new research tool 
will be a high-sensitivity Nier-typc, 60-degree, six-inch 
mass spectrometer. Presence of very small amounts of 
argon, produced by decay of potassium in rock samples, 
will be measured to detennine sample ages. Meteorites 
and tektites, the latter being glass-like pieces formed by 
meteor impact on earth or lunar material displaced by 
Moon impacts, will be among the samples studied. 

Theorems of C osmological Models will be ex
plored in a two-year study sponsored by the Ai r Force 
Office of Scientific Research . T he grant was effective 
March I . The theoretical mathematics studies are being 
carried out by Assoc. Prof. Istvan Ozsvath, Assoc. Prof. 
Wolfgang Rind/er, ayd Prof. Ivor Robinson, who heads 
the Mathematics andj Mathematical Physics Division . 

Air Force Office of Scientific Research a lso grant
ed one-year support for Co-Operati ve Onshore-Offshore 
Seismic Experiments, effective March 1. The summer fie ld 
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study of Effect of Ultraviolet on Genetic Material of 
Phage and Bacteria. The award was made by National 
Institutes of Health. Principal Investigator is Prof. Walter 
Harm, Genetics, in the Molecular Sciences Laboratory. • 
The study is to continue for one year. 

In addition to the new grant, support was in
creased for research in Biosynthesis of B Vitamins. Prof. 
Daniel L. Harris, Executive Officer, Molecular Sciences, 
is the Principal Investigator. National Institutes of Health 
funding for the program was first effective in October, 
1964. The continuation grant is for two years. Professor 
Harris is aided by Asst. Prof. Meyer Coval and Research 
Scientist Joan Martinek. Investigations will seek insight 
into a large number of metabolic reactions and catalytic 
functions of B vitamins. Particular interest will be in B12, 
essential for blood formation; B2, needed in the burning 
of foodstuffs which provides life energies, and Bu, which 
functions with amino acids, the building blocks of proteins. 

Construction of a second mass spectrometer for 
rock-age analysis was funded February 15 by a grant from 
National Science Foundation. Prof. Henry Faul, Geo
sciences, is Principal Investigator. The new research tool 
will be a high-sensitivity Nier-type, 60-degree, six-inch 
mass spectrometer. Presence of very small amounts of 
argon, produced by decay of potassium in rock samples, 
will be measured to determine sample ages. Meteorites 
and tektites, the latter being glass-like pieces formed by 
meteor impact on earth or lunar material displaced by 
Moon impacts, will be among the samples studied. 
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Third grant to become effective February 1 is for 

Theorems of Cosmological Models will be ex
plored in a two-year study sponsored by the Air Force 
Office of Scientific Research. The grant was effective 
March 1. The theoretical mathematics studies are being 
carried out by Assoc. Prof. Istvan Ozsvath, Assoc. Prof. 
Wolfgang Rindler, and Prof. Ivor Robinson, who heads 
the Mathematics and Mathematical Physics Division. 

Air Force Office of Scientific Research also grant
ed one-year support for Co-Operative Onshore-Offshore 
Seismic Experiments, effective March 1. The summer field 

Exploration of the Cayman Trench, on a Caribbean Sea 
course from near the Yucatan Peninsula to Kingston, Jamaica, 
was made in January by eight from Geosciences faculty and 
staff. Center experiments were carried aboard the "Alaminos," 
Texas A & M oceanography vessel. Stowing buoys for seis
mological recorders, above, is Research Associate Kenneth 
W. T. Graham. The picture was made prior to departure from 
the Port of Galveston. (Houston Post Photo.) 

were funded February 1. A three-year program is to be 
conducted. 

Paleomagnetism Studies will continue under a 
new National Science Foundation grant. Prof. John W. 
Graham, Geosciences, is Principal Investigator. The core 
studies cover investigations into the nature of Earth mag
netic polarity reversals, polar wandering, continental drift, 
and other data of geophysical significance. New funding, 
effective February 1, is a two-year extension of grants orig
inating in 1963. 

investigation will be conducted along the east coast. Prin
cipal interest will be in determining geologic properties 
of the continental shelf structure and related shore regions. 
Co-ordinator of the program, involving several university 
teams and the Carnegie Institution, is Prof. Anton L. 
Hales, head of Geosciences. 

Additional awards, with effective dates beyond 
the January-March quarter, have also been scheduled. 
National Science Foundation has announced plans to 
fund continuing research to determine the primary hydro
magnetic wave spectrum above the ionosphere. New one
year funding will be provided. Prof. Jules A. Fe.jer, At
mospheric and Space Sciences, is the Center's Principal 
Investigator. 

Effects of interplanetary magnetic fields on prop
agation of cosmic radiation will be studied under a 
contract with the Air Force Cambridge Research Labora
tories. Professor McCracken will direct the program. 

Atomic Energy Commission support has been al
located for Investigation of Negative and Positive Pions 
and Their Feasibility for Cancer Therapy. Prof. Chaim 
Richman is the Principal Investigator in this non-division
al project at the Center. 

One X-ray detection experiment flight using 
Center instruments was conducted near Hyderabad, India, 
as the quarter ended. The balloon-borne experiment looks 
for X-rays emitted by celestial objects, in a 15,000 to 
60,000 electron volt energy range. Professor McCracken 
and technical staff were in India for the program. Flights 
are being conducted by National Science Foundation, 
with assistance of the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research. The Center's experiment is supported by NASA. 
The Indian Atomic Energy Commission is also assisting 
in the program. 
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FACULTY, ST AFF ADDITIONS. Total faculty 
and staff of the Center increased to 265 in the Winter 
quarter. Of this total, the academic, profession al , and 
technical strength was 174. Forty-two professional rank
ings were listed in the faculty, plus 15 visiting and ad
junct professors. T hree consulting professors and fi ve 
additional consultants were listed. Twenty Research As
sociates were working under Center appointments. Pro 
fessional scientific personnel totaled 29. p lus two visiting 
scientists and one visi ting engineer. T he January-March 
faculty and staff additions were: 

Visiting Prof. Tatsuo Usami , G eosciences ( Un iversity of Tokyo ). 

Billy N . Martin , Machinist, Geosciences. 

Carlos H. Ad a ir, Supervisory Electron ics Technician , Space 


Sciences. 
Lenneol R. Carty, Mach inist, Space Sciences. 
Electrical Engineer Ha rold Wayne Glasscock, Space Sciences 

(Collins Radio). 
Iralene Keller, Key Punch Operator, Da ta Processing. 
Billy P. M ilam, E lectronics T echnici an, Space Sciences. 
Elmer Pittsinger, Machinist, Space Sciences . 
Romee A. Bianchi , Jr. , Machinist, Geosciences . 
Joan M. Foster , Secretary, Office of Sc ien tifi c Personnel. 
Charles F. Corder, Computer O perator, Da ta Processing. 
Assoc. Prof. Joh n Jagger, G enetics (Oak Ri dge N ational Lab

oratory) . 
Visiting Assoc. Prof. Michel Cahen, Mathematics and Mathe

mat ical Ph ysics (Univers ity of Brussels). 
Mary N . Senter, Secretary, Office of Scientific Person nel. 
Hans Bank, Inst rument Maker, Ge netics (Institute for Genet ics, 

Cologne) . 
Douglas S. York, Technician, G eosciences. 
Assoc. Prof. Wolfram H eumann, Ge netics ( Botanical Institute, 

Braunschweig) . 
Lisa Hille, Technician, Genetics ( Botanical Institute, Braun

schweig) . 
E rci lle Crow, Genera! Clerk, Accounting. 
E laine Margrave, Technician, Genetics (Joh ns Hopkins). 
Lucille Nentwich, T echnician, G enetics (St. Paul's Hospital). 
Jo Martin, Secretary, Administrati ve Services. 
Mary Ann Hopkins, Secretary, Space Sciences. 
Ass!. P rof. Herbert Gutz, G eneti cs ( University of Berl in). 
P rof. Cars ten Bresch, Head , Genetics (Institute for G enetics, 

Cologne) . 
Resea rch Scientist W illi am 1. Manton , G eosciences (Bernard 

Price Inst itute) . 
D ebra H arry, T echnician , Geosciences . 
Engineer Bill y W. Le Fan , Space Sciences (Southern Methodist 

University) . 

Texas legislators (abo ve) were among groups visiting the 
Center during the January-March quarter. Other large groups 
included more than 40 from the Pascagoula, Miss. , Chamber 
of Commerce , ami more than 20 fro m the Texas Instrumen ts 
research and engineering staffs. 

((BRAINPOWER ON BLACKLANDS." A 30
minute film report, "Brainpower on the Blacklands" was 
completed in February and released by KRLD-TV in 
Dallas. Additional showings of the video tape program 
were presented by KERA-TV. Both the 16 millimeter 
fi lm and video tape recordings of the Center's activities 
are available. One copy of the taped television program 
has been released to National Educational Television 
(NET) . Walter Evans of KRLD-TV was producer. 

ttparade" Sunday magazine, with a reader au
dience of 12 million, sent Reporter-Photographer Sid Ross 
to the Center in early April. His general story on act ivities 
and programs is scheduled for late May publication, The 
magazine is a national supplement to 75 newspapers. 
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NOTABLE VISITORS. Many walks of life were rep
resented in the influx of visitors to the Center and its 
Founders Building during the January-M arch period . 
Public visi tors were attracted to art shows. Large groups 
of legislators , businessmen, scientists and teachers were 
present a t special programs. The fo llowing official visits 
were in addition: 

Dr. Ralph C. Holmer, Director , Exploration Service, Kenne 
cott Copper Corporation. 

Mr. H erbert Quinn , G rants and Contracts Office, National 
Aeronautics and Space Admi nistration . 

D r. Shlrleigh Silverman, Associate Director, N at ional Bureau 
of Standards. 

D ean A. J. Gill, Southwestern Medical School, The University 
of T exas. 

Mr. Hugh Downs, TODAY, National Broadcasting Company. 
Dr. Gerard Rosen, Southwest Resea rch Institute. 
D r. Vern Peterson and Mr. Larry M iller, Central Radio Propa

gation Labora tory, National Bureau of Stand ards . 
Dr. Karl Fuchs , G eology D epartment, St. Louis University. 
Dr . Vi ncent J. Schaefer, Physics Department, State U nivers ity 

of New York. 
Mr. Dave C ummings, Space Sciences, Rice Universit y. 
Dr. Joseph W . Chamberlain , K ilt Peak Nationa l Observa tory. 
D r. J . Allen Hynek, Director, Dearborn Observatory, North

western U niversity. 
Mr. Bicknell Eubanks, Correspondent , The C hristian Science 

Moni tor. 
Mr. Bill Kalb, Science Editor, The Daily Oklahoman and Times . 
Dr. Paul McDaniels, D irector of Research; D r. George Kolstad , 

Assistant Director for Physics and Mathematics, and Dr. Don 
Stevens, Assistant Director for Materials, Atomic Energy Com
mission . 

Dr. D . L. Matthews, Rocket Section, Canadi an Defence Re
search T elecommunicati ons Establishment. 

Prof. Koji H idaka , Department of Oceanography, University 
of H awaii. 

Prof. Yoshikazu Sasaki, Department of M eteorology, University 
of Oklahoma. 

Miss Ann Evans, The Melbourne Age. 
Dr. Edward Teller, Lawrence Radi ation Laboratory, University 

of California. 
Dr. Michel Kaputo, Geosciences Department , Uni versity of 

Californi a, Los A ngeles.1 ,. 
Dr. Shelton S. A lexaqder, Air Force Institute of Technology. 
D r. Harold Masurs k ~, United States Geological Survey. 
Dr. N iels Ole Kjelgaard, Salk Institute for Biological Studies. 
Mr. C. B. F armer, Infrared Research, E .M.!. Electronics Ltd. 
Dr . H. G. B. Cassimir, Director of Research, Phillips of H ol 

land; Dr. John H ipple, North American Phillips. 
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Texas legislators (above) were among grou ps visiting the 
'enter during the January-March quarter. O ther large l?roups 
lc/u(ieti more than 40 from the Pascagollla, Miss., Chamber 
f Commerce, and more than 20 fro m the Texas instruments 
esearch and engineering staffs. 

~BRAINPOWER ON BLACKLANDS." A 30
linute film report, "Brainpower on the Blacklands" was 
ompleted in February and released by KRLD-TV in 
)allas. Addi tional showings of the video tape program 
.ere presented by KERA-TV. Both the 16 mi ll .imeter 
Ill'n and video tape recordings of the Center's activit ies 
.re available. One copy of the taped television program 
las been released to National Educational Television 
NET ). Walter Evans of KRLD-TV was producer. 

(Parade" Su nday magazine, with a reader au
,ience of l 2 million, sent Reporter-Photographer Sid Ross 
~ the Center in early April. His general story on activities 
od programs is sched uled for late May pub rication. T he 
nagazine is a nationa l supplement to 75 newspapers. 
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NOT ABLE VISITORS. Many walks of life were rep
resented in the influx of visitors to the Center and its 
Founders Build ing during the January-March period. 
Public visitors were attracted to art shows. Large groups 
of legislators, businessmen, scientists and teachers were 
present at special programs. The following official visits 
were in addition: 

Dr. Ralph C. Holmer, Director, Exploration Service, Kenne
cott Copper Corporatio n. 

Mr. Herbert Quinn, Grants and Contracts Office , National 
Aeronautics a nd Space Administration. 

Dr. Shirleigh Silverman, Associate Director, Nationa l Bu reau 
of Standards. 

Dean A. J. Gill, Southwestern Medical School , The University 
of Texas . 

Mr. Hugh Downs, TODA Y, National Broadcasting Company. 
Dr. G erard Rosen, Southwest Research Institute . 
Dr. Vern Peterson and Mr. Larry Miller, Central Radio Propa

gation Laboratory, Nation al Bureau of Standards. 
Dr. Karl Fuchs, G eology Department, St. Louis Univers ity. 
Dr. Vincent 1. Schaefer, Physics Department , Sta te University 

of New York. 
Mr. Dave Cummings , Space Sciences , Rice Un iversity . 
Dr. Joseph W. Chamberlain, Kitt Peak Nation al Observatory. 
D r. J. All en Hynek, Director, Dearborn Observatory, North

western University. 
1'vIr. Bicknell Eubanks, Correspondent, The Christian Science 

Monitor. 
Mr. Bill Kalb, Science Ed itor, The Daily Oklahoman and Times. 
Dr. Paul McDaniels, Director of Research ; Dr. George Kolstad , 

Assistant Director for Physics and Mathematics, and Dr. Don 
Stevens , Assistant Director for Materials , Atomic Energy Com 
mission. 

Dr. D. L. Matthews, Rocket Section, Canadian Defence Re· 
search Telecommunications Establishment. 

Prof. Koji Hidaka, Department of Oceanography , Uni ve rsit y 
of Ha waii. 

Pro f. Yoshikazu Sasaki, Department of Meteorology, Uni versity 
of Oklahoma. 

M iss Ann Evans, The i\'lelbourne Age . 
Dr. Edward Teller, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Uni versity 

of California. 
Dr. Miche l K aputo, Geosciences Department , Univers ity of 

California , Los Angeles . 
Dr. Shelton S. Alexander, Air Force Institute of Technology. 
Dr. Harold Mas ursky, United States G eological Survey. 
Dr. Niels Ole Kjelgaard, Sa lk Institute for Biological Studies. 
Mr. C. B. Farmer, Infra red Research, E .M.I. Electronics Ltd. 
Dr. H. G . B. Cassimir, D irector of Resea rch, Phillips of HoI

land; Dr. John Hipple, North American Phillips. 
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Construction of a m assive concrete base and a steel 
building to house the large lIlotor generator unit partially 
shown above began in January. The equipment will energize 
large magnets for materials experiments. Formerly located in 
the Bitter Magne t FaCility at Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, the installation will be able to produce magnetic fields 
approaching J50,000 gauss. 

Prof. Oswald Wyler, Un iversity of New Mexico. 

Dr. G. A. M. King, Geophysical Observatory, Christchurch. 


N. Z. 
M r. Sid Ross , PARADE M agazine. 
Dr. Howard B. Jefferson, President, Clark College, Worcester, 

Mass. 

David Allison, Associate Editor of International 
Science and Technology, devoted much of a 10-page 
article on ' 'The University and Regional Prosperity" to 
the story of the Center in the magazine's April issue. 

Virginiu s Dabney, P u litzer prize-winning editor 
of the Richmond, Virginia, "Dispatch" commented on the 
Center in a Harper's magazine article published in Marcil. 
Title of the article: "The Good Southern Universities." 
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Repair Processes in Ultraviolet 

Irradiated Micro-Organisms 

By Dr. Walter Harm 

Professor, Division of Genetics 

Ultraviolet radiation (UV) causes a variety of biological 
effects, the most obvious one being the inactivation of 
cells. By "inactivation" we mean loss of the cells' ability 
to produce identical daughter cells, an ability considered 
to be one of the most typical manifestations of life. More 
than 30 years ago, it became evident that the inactivating 
efficiencies of various UV wavelengths parallel the ab
sorption of nucleic acids, which is maximal around 2600 
;{ and drops rapidly towards 3100 ;{, where absorption 
becomes negligible. This observation, as well as many other 
experimental facts, gave evidence that UV absorption in 
nucleic acids, rather than in other molecules, is the initial 
step leading to inactivation of cells or sub-cellular en
tities, such as viruses. 0 In connection with the discovery 
that nucleic acids (in general, deoxy-ribonucleic acid, or 
DNA, sometimes ribonucleic acid, or RNA) constitute 
the genetic material throughout all levels of biological 
organization, UV became an important experimental fac
tor for genetic studies in micro-organisms, where this type 
of radiation can be applied without difficulties. 

There are two major reasons for carrying out UV experi
ments: 

( 1) UV absorption by nucleic acids occurs in the nu
cleotide bases, i.e., adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thy
mine in the case of DNA, the last base being replaced by 
uracil in the case of RNA. The absorbed energy sometimes 
causes photo.chemical alterations which, in principle, can 
be identified. Since the sequence of the nucleotide bases 
within the DNA or RNA molecule represents the genetic 
information, such photochemical reactions amount to al
teration or destruction of this information, or to inter
ference with vital functions of the genetic material, viz., 
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transfer of the genetic information to other cell compon
ents, or self-replication. Thus, UV may serve as an ex
perimental tool for causing specific damages in the 
genetic material, and statistical evaluation of the biological 
consequences of such damages may be helpful in resolving 
the complex genetic network of an organism into partic
ular functions. In fact, this kind of approach resembles 
the exploration of the functioning of a complex engine 
by removing various parts and registering carefully the 
functions that fail. 

(2) On the other hand, UV radiation is a natural en
vironmental factor for most organisms. The shortest wave
lengths contained in sunlight that reaches the earth's 
surface are somewhat below 3000 X, and thus extend into 
the range of nucleic acid absorption. It has been shown 
that these wavelengths cause principally the same in
juries to living matter as do the shorter UV-wavelengths 
usually applied in the laboratory, such as the mercury 
line at 2537 X. As an example: A sample of transforming 
DNA, i.e., free DNA carrying a specific genetic trait that 
can be conveyed to a susceptible cell, upon exposure to 
bright sunlight, becomes inactivated by more than 90 
percent within half an hour. The activity can be partly 
restored by specific post-treatment just as if the DNA 
had been inactivated by 2537 Xradiation (see below). 

Considering that earlier in the earth's history sunlight 
contained short UV to a considerably greater extent than 
nowadays, one should expect that in the course of evolu
tion organisms have adapted to face this injuring environ
mental factor. Obviously, there are at least two general 
ways by which this can be done: (a) Either an organism 
produces some shielding substance to protect sensitive 
structures from the radiation, or (b) it develops mech
anisms by which the damage may be efficiently repaired. 
The following article concerns the second alternative. 
Extensive studies during the last ten years have given 
evidence for the common occurrence of repair processes 
in micro-organisms, and possibly even in higher organisms. 

Though the above speculations seem quite logical, the 
first clearly defined repair phenomenon was found in. 
cidentally, rather than being expected from theoretical 
considerations: It was the observation in 1949, by A. 
Kelner, that bacterial cells have a much higher chance of 
surviving a UV irradiation when they were post-treated 
with light in the violet or long ultraviolet region. This 
phenomenon was termed photoreactivation (PhR) and 
has ever since drawn wide attention. Of course, an interest
ing notion was that this type of reactivation uses a certain 
spectral range of the sunlight to abolish the destructive 
action of another spectral range of the sunlight. But it was 
immediately evident that the repair involved some addi
tional cellular mechanism. Viruses, or a suspension of 
transforming DNA, though being efficiently inactivated 
in an extracellular state, could be photoreactivated only 

. in a cellular environment. In vitro studies, mainly by 
Claud S. Rupert, during the last eight years, revealed 
the existence of an enzyme whose activity is required for 
the repair, and whose properties are now well character
ized. A molecule of this enzyme, binds reversibly to its 
substrate S (which is the repairable UV lesion) to form 
a complex ES. Upon absorption of a quantum of photo
reactivating light, the complex is dissociated into the 
enzyme molecule and the product P, which is the repaired 
lesion: 

light"E+S -~> ES E + P.
" 

The requirement for the enzyme, as well as the inactivating 
and reactivating power of sunlight, is demonstrated in 
figure 1. 

The first part of the curve shows inactivation of the gen
etic activity of transforming DNA as a function of the 
time of exposure to sunlight. Upon addition of PhR en
zyme, much of the activity is recovered in the sunlight. 
Further exposure in the presence of the enzyme would 
again inactivate the transforming activity, but at a much 
reduced rate. 

/.. 

The capacity of a bacteriat! cell to produce PhR enzyme 
can be lost by mutation, i.e., by a permanent alteration of 
the genetic information in a specific region of the bacterial 
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Though the above speculations seem quite logical, the 
first clearly defined repair phenomenon was found in
cidentally, rather than being expected from theoretical 
considerations: It was the observation in 1949, by A. 
Kelner, that bacterial cells have a much higher chance of 
surviving a UV irradiation when they were post-treated 
with light in the violet or long ultraviolet region. This 
phenomenon was termed photoreactivation (PhR) and 
has ever since drawn wide attention. Of course, an interest
ing notion was that this type of reactivation uses a certain 
spectral range of the sunlight to abolish the destructive 
action of another spectral range of the sunlight. But it was 
immediately evident that the repair involved some addi
tional cellular mechanism. Viruses, or a suspension of 
transforming DNA, though being efficiently inactivated 
in an extracellular state, could be photoreactivated only 

a cellular environment. In vitro studies, mainly by 
Claud S. Rupert, during the last eight years, revealed 
the existence of an enzyme whose activity is required for 
the repair, and whose properties are now well character
ized. A molecule of this enzyme, binds reversibly to its 
substrate S (which is the repairable UV lesion) to form 
a complex ES. Upon absorption of a quantum of photo
reactivating light, the complex is dissociated into the 
enzyme molecule and the product P, which is the repaired 
lesion: 

light >.E+S -~> ES 	 E + P.
"' 

The requirement for the enzyme, as well as the inactivating 
and reactivating power of sunlight, is demonstrated in 
figure 1. 

The first part of the curve shows inactivation of the gen
etic activity of transforming DNA as a function of the 
time of exposure to sunlight. Upon addition of PhR en
zyme, much of the activity is recovered in the sunlight. 
Further exposure in the presence of the enzyme would 
again inactivate the transforming activity, but at a much 
reduced rate. 

The capacity of a bacterial cell to produce PhR enzyme 
can be lost by mutation, i.e., by a permanent alteration of 
the genetic information in a specific region of the bacterial 
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"chromosome" (which contains DNA). Such a mutant 
strain no longer allows PhR of infecting viruses; and it is 
itself more sensitive to sunlight than is the wild-type strain 
from which it was derived. 

We know at least one well-characterized UV photoproduct 
in the DNA, the thymine-dimer, which is subject to re
versal ("monomerization")' if exposed to photoreactiv
ating light in the presence of the PhR enzyme. This sug
gests that the photo-enzymatic repair mechanism is a 
true reversal ot the UV.damage. 

During recent years it has become evident that other 
enzymatic repair mechanisms exist which do not require 
light energy. The best known example is host-cell reac
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Figure 1 	 lnactivation of transforming DNA by solar radia
tion and partial restoration of the activity upon 
addition of an extract containing photo-reactiv
ating enzyme (marked by the arrow). Extracts in ,
which the photo-enzymatic activity was destroyed ,
did not cause restoration. (From C. S. Rupert, in 

"Photophysiology," Vol. II, Academic Press, 

1964.) 
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Figure 2a UV survival of phage X infecting either the host
cell-reactivating strain E. coli K 12 S (curve A), 
or the non-host-cell-reactivating mutant strain 
E. coli K12 S her', derived from the former strain 
(curve B). 

tivation (HCR) of bacterial viruses (=bacteriophages, 
or "phages") which has been known for ten years, but 
which for a long period of time was believed to result from 
replacement of damaged viral material by undamaged 
homologous material of the host cell. The enzymatic na
ture of this phenomenon became evident when several 
bacterial mutant strains were experimentally obtained 
which were not capable of reactivating infecting UV
irradiated phage, and which, at the same time, were ex
tremely UV sensitive themselves, as shown in figures 2a 
and 2b. 

This correlation of UV sensitivity of bacteria and phage 
is expected if the cells possess an enzymatic repair mech
anism, and the enzyme hypothesis of HCR is now sup
ported by various other experimental observations. In 
hybridization experiments between bacterial strains pos
sessing and not possessing the HCR repair mechanism, 
it was found that the genetic information in at least three 
different regions of the bacterial chromosome is necessary 
for this repair system to be active. 
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Figure 2b UV survival of cells of the host-cell-reactivating 
bacterium E. coli K12 S (curve A), and of the 
non-host-cell-reactivating mutant E. coli K 12 S 
her', derived from the former (curve B). (Both 
graphs from Walter Harm, Z. VererbungsJehre, 
1963.) 

Recent investigations by R. B. Setlow and W. L. Carrier, 
and by R. P. Boyce and P. Howard-Flanders, led to 
discovery of the general mechanism of HCR, which is 
quite different from that of PhR. Again, thymine dimer 
formed in the DNA by UV absorption was followed in 
the course of these experiments, but it was found to be 
eliminated from the DNA macromolecule, rather than 
being monomerized as in the case of PhR. Mutant strains 
not exhibiting HCR ,were unable to eliminate thymine 
dimers. Theoretical considerations led to the postulates 
(a) that such a "dimer-excision mechanism" must cut 
only one strand of the double-stranded DNA molecule, 
(b) that resynthesis of the excised nucleotide sequences 
should occur, and (c) that this mechanism can not repair 
single-stranded nucleic acid molecules, such as RNA or 
the rare single-stranded DNA. All these predictions were 
substantiated by experimental findings. 

PhR and HCR are commonly found in micro-organisms, 
but there are also indications for their occurrence in higher 
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Virology, 1963.) 
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 reactivation, respectively (Harm, 1959, t964). Mutants 

have been 'isolated which lack these repair mechanisms, 
On the other hand, we know of at least two other dark so that four genetically stable strains of phage T4 with 

ir phenomena whose occurrence seems to be very different levels of UV-sensitivity are now available, as 
much restricted, and which so far have been round only shown in figure 3. 
in some bacteriophage types. They arc controUed by phage 
genes rather than by bacterial genes, i.e., the UV-irra T4 wild type is most resistant because both repair systems 
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with the use of the cell's protein-synthesizing machinery, v-gene mechanism lacking show intermediate sensitivities, 
permits its own recovery. Two such genes, " and x, control whereas the recombinant strain, carrying both mutations 
two independent repair phenomena occurring in phage and therefore lacking both repair mechanisms, is most 
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The enzymatic nature of these processes, although not yet 
explicitly demonstrated, is strongly indicated by the cir
cumstances of occurrence of the two repair phenomena: 
Within one cell, a phage, active in one of the repair func
tions, is able to reactivate another phage lacking the 
function. It is probable that x-gene reactivation involves 
some enzyme which is likewise involved in genetic re
combination, because the T4x mutant shows a much 
decreased recombination frequency. Similarly, bacterial 
mutants with much reduced capacity for genetic recom
bination have been recently described which show like
wise an increased radiation sensitivity. 

Another interesting repair phenomenon, known at least 
from bacteriophages and other viruses, is multiplicity 
reactivation (MR ), first described by S. E. Luria in 1947. 
He observed that two or more UV-inactivated phages may, 
by joint efforts, produce viable progeny if they happen 
to infect the same bacterial cell. Although details of the 
MR mechanism still await further investigation, it has 
been clearly shown that MR involves genetic recombina
tion, by which undamaged parts of the individual genomes 
eventually yield a full genome equivalent which is capable 
of replication. It is likely, according to our p~t know
ledge of gene physiology, that MR also invc;>lves co-oper
ation at the level of gene functions: If one vital function 
cannot be carried out by the one genome because the 
proper gene is UV -damaged, it may be carried out by 
the homologous region of the other genome. which is 
likely to be undamaged, and vice versa. 

It is an open question whether repair processes resembling 
MR operate on cellular orglllliams. They might be ex
pected in cells containing more than one set of genetic 
information. Indications for this are found in diploid 
yeast ~11s, but real evidence is difficult to obtain, com
pared to the situation with viruses. 

Besides the reactivation phenomena described here, there 
are a number of effects, especially with UV -irradiated 
bacterial cells, for which experimental analysis has not 
yet revealed the nature. However, the general observation, 
that the survival is higher under one set of experimental 
conditions than under another. shows clearly that the fate 
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of an irradiated cell is only partly determined by the end 
of the irradiation period. and that it is subject to extensive 
modification by repair processes of some sort. It seems 
that most of these phenomena reflect complex interrela
tions between various processes. Recent investigations by 
John Jagger and his co-workers indicated that some of 
these effects. which need not be described in detail here, 
involve HCR as the basic mechanism, and that only the 
extent of it is modified by secondary experimental factors. 

From a theoretical point of view. at least two other prin
cipal types of repair mechanisms can be expected. the ex
istence of which remains to be demonstrated: 

(1) By-pass of the lethol damage. i.e .• the organism 
alters its metabolic processes so that the injury, although 
still present, becomes innocuous. 

(2) SupprelSion of an extra sensitivity. Some bacterial 
strains are "lysogenic," i.e. tbey carry a so-called "pro
phagc.u which is a phage in a latent state. Lysogenic 
strains are often more UV-sensitive than the correspond
ing non-lysogenic derivatives. because UV activates the 
latent phage to kill the cell. and thus introduces an addi
tional probability for the irradiated bacterium to be 
killed. Every treatment of the cell capable of suppressing 
the activation of the latent phage should. of course. result 
in reactivation. Recent investigations concern this type of 
reactivation. 

Some of the repair phenomena mentioned in this article 
are very specific for UV-damage. vito photoreactivation, 
v-gene reactivation and x-gene reactivation. Others are 
less specific. as host-cell reactivation, which. besides UV 
damage, repairs efficiently damage caused by mitomycin 
C and, to a minor extent. damage by X-rays and other 
ionizing radiations. Also. multiplicity reactivation shows 
little specificity; it applies to pbages inactivated by ion
izing radiations, or by nitrous acid, as well as by ultra
violet radiation. Thus at least some of the repair 
mechanism which nature has invented to enable organ
isms to cope with their environment include the capacity 
to counteract even some injuring agents that usually are 
not present under natural conditions. 
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